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. New Features of Windows 10 Safe Mode 

Category: Windows-10 from “askbobrankin.com/”. 

 

 

Safe Mode has been an important troubleshooting part of Windows since the operating system’s 

debut. With Windows 10, Safe Mode got a major upgrade, with new features that make it more 

powerful than ever. Read on to learn about them and new ways to access Safe Mode in Win 10... 
 

What's New in Safe Mode? 

When you have a problem with Windows, starting up your computer in Safe Mode can help you 

get back to good. You might want to print a copy of this article and stick it in your “computer 

emergency" folder, just in case you encounter a "blue screen" or other startup problem. 

Safe Mode loads Windows with the bare amount of components necessary, with or without 

network (Internet) access. I read somewhere that Safe Mode is like a bomb shelter when 

Windows explodes. I'm not sure that's the right analogy, but this bare-bones Windows 

http://askbobrankin.com/windows10/


configuration makes troubleshooting simpler. You can tweak your auto-start programs one by 

one until something triggers the problem you’re having. You can also run a virus scan, access 

System Restore and other repair options in Safe Mode. 

Safe Mode is traditionally invoked by restarting your system and holding down the F8 key until 

the Windows recovery menu appears. However… 

 

This is not how you access Safe Mode in Windows 10. For the first time, you can switch to 

Safe Mode while you are in Windows! Here are two ways to invoke Safe Mode: 

Method 1: From the Start menu 

 From the Start menu, choose Settings. 

 Click on "Update and Security" 

 Select "Recovery" from the left-hand column, then click on Restart Now. 

 Wait a bit until the “Startup Settings” menu appears (screenshot Startup Menu.jpg) 

 Click on Troubleshoot, then Advanced Options, then Startup Settings 

 Click on Restart 

Method 2: From the Sign-In screen: 

 Restart your PC. 

 When the Sign-In screen appears, select the Power button and click on Restart. 

 When the “Startup Settings” menu appears: 

 Click on Troubleshoot, then Advanced Options, then Startup Settings 

 Click on Restart 

In either Method 1 or 2, when the system restarts, you will see a menu of options; you can 

choose to start Safe Mode without networking, or start Safe Mode with networking. 

Since the "press F8 while the computer is starting" trick no longer works, and both of the above 

methods require that Windows be at least partially up and running, you might be wondering how 

to get into Safe Mode when you can't boot up at all. I've not been able to verify this, but 

Microsoft says that if Windows tries to start and is unsuccessful twice, it will automatically start 



in Windows Recovery mode. From there, you select Troubleshoot, and follow the steps outlined 

above. 

Once you're in Safe Mode, you can run your anti-virus program, try System Restore to roll back 

recent system changes, or uninstall recently added software. If a printer, scanner or other device 

isn't working correctly, you can visit the manufacturer's website and download a new driver for 

it. 

New Features on the Startup Settings Menu 

Note that the Startup Settings Menu includes options never seen before in Windows: 

Driver signature enforcement: Windows 10 normally requires digitally signed driver software 

that has been tested and certified to work with Windows 10. But you may need to load an 

uncertified driver to get your old printer or other peripheral device working. This option disables 

driver signature checks so you can load the old driver and see if it is causing your problem. 

Disable early launch anti-malware protection: Anti-malware software includes components that 

load early in the startup process to guard against suspicious activity of software that loads later. 

Sometimes anti-malware software blocks the loading of other software when it shouldn’t, which 

can cause problems. This option lets you disable these early-loading components to see if they 

are causing your problem. Your anti-malware software will load completely later in the startup 

process. 

I am pleased to see options 7 and 8. I am not so pleased to see the new, somewhat tedious 

process of invoking Safe Mode. It would have been even better if the folks in Redmond had kept 

the "F8 during startup" option, and added these new ways to access Safe Mode. But overall, I 

give the new Safe Mode a thumbs-up. 

Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your comment or question to 

“askbobrankin.com”. 

 

The Flaw in Secure Logins 

Category: Security  

 

 

You've probably experienced two-factor authentication (also known as "two-step verification") 

when logging into certain websites. In addition to your username and password, many banks and 

other online services now send you a text message with a code that you must enter to verify your 

identity. But there's a gaping hole in that extra layer of security. Here's what you need to know... 

 

http://askbobrankin.com/security/


The Secure Way to do Two-Factor Authentication 

I've discussed two-factor authentication previously in my article IMPORTANT: an Extra 

Layer of Security. If the topic is new to you, I suggest you read that article first. 

Sending a second authentication code via text message (SMS) is frowned upon in the latest 

edition of the Digital Authentication Guideline published annually by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST). While the guideline is not legally binding, all U.S. 

government agencies follow it, and eventually most private developers and users of 

authentication technology fall in line. NIST warns agencies that SMS will be banned outright 

in the near future, so the days of SMS being used for login verification are numbered. 

The problem is that the SMS protocol utterly lacks security. Most phones display text messages 

even when the phone is locked. So if a hacker has your phone, he doesn’t even need to unlock it 

to get that second key to your bank account. (Presumably, the hacker already has your password 

and username; hundreds of millions of such credentials are on sale all over the Web.)  

 

To make matters worse, the SS7 protocol that enables phone traffic to pass between carriers is 

fatally flawed. See my article; Is Someone Listening To Your Calls? for details on that. The 

holes in SS7 enable hackers to implement “man in the middle” traps. Text messages are not 

encrypted during transit. So it's possible to intercept an SMS code sent by your bank, use it to 

hack your account, and pass the code on to you so that you never suspect anything is wrong… 

until you try to get into your supposedly double-locked account, where the hacker has already 

changed the password. 

Two-factor authentication (2FA) via SMS is pretty common because it is so easily implemented, 

and because most people carry a phone that can receive text messages. But its security flaws 

have been known for years, and some online services are already moving to more secure 2FA 

methods. 

A Better Way to Implement 2FA 
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Have you been affected by any of the recent high-profile data breaches? Search the Have I Been 

Pwned? database to see if you have a compromised account. 

 

I also strongly recommend that you see my articles on How to Get Your Free Credit Report and 

10 Tips for Identity Theft Protection. 

Facebook’s mobile app uses something called Code Generator when its members turn on “login 

approval,” the social network’s term for 2FA. Code Generator creates 6-8 digit codes that can be 

used as second authentication factors to log into the Facebook app, even when cellular or 

Internet connectivity is unavailable.  

Google Authenticator is an app for Android, iPhone, and Blackberry devices that do much the 

same things as Code Generator; its code is changed every 30 seconds, making last minute’s code 

useless to hackers. And it's not just for Google services. Authenticator can provide verification 

codes for Wordpress, Dropbox, and many other logins. It should go without saying that if you're 

going to use an app like this on your phone, a lock screen password is a must. 

Authy and Duo provide non-SMS apps for consumers and organizations who want to use two-

factor authentication. 

Other 2FA methods, such as biometrics (thumbprint and other physical characteristics), are not 

as easily implemented as SMS. They also have their own flaws; one team of security researchers 

successfully replicated a politician’s thumbprint from an enhanced video of his appearance on a 

news program, and used it to hack his phone. Two-factor authentication schemes, using SMS and 

other methods, have been hacked at Paypal, Wordpress, Google, and Instagram. 

For now, at least, specialized 2FA apps like Authenticator and Code Generator are on the rise. If 

you have a smartphone, you can download an app that is much more secure than an SMS-based 

scheme. Apps are more convenient and cheaper (usually free) than separate dongles or eyeball 

scanners.  

If your banking, medical records, or other sensitive online service offers only SMS-based 2FA, 

it's still better than nothing. But definitely add a lock screen password, and change your settings 

so text messages are not displayed when your phone is locked. And ask when a more secure 

method of login verification will become available. 

Do you use two-factor authentication? Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your 

comment or question to “askbobrankin.com”... 

 

'Lazy' Ransomware Deletes Every 
File in Sight 
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By John Lister on July, 19 2016 in ”Infopackets.com”. 
 
Is there fair play amongst ransomware scammers? A particularly lazy variant of "ransomware" is making 
its rounds, though researchers say that paying up will never pay off. 

For the most part, ransomware usually involves a nasty malware program encrypting files on a PC, 
followed by a promise of a decryption key - but only if the victim pays a ransom. It would make sense that 
if people stopped believing this would happen, they would stop handing over the cash. 

Files Deleted Rather Than Encrypted 
Now security company Talos has spotted a variant where there's absolutely no prospect of the scammers 
unlocking a victim's files. That's because their approach "lacks complexity" and simply deletes every file in 
sight before the ransom process even begins. (Source: talosintel.com) 

According to Talos, the Ranscam software falsely claims to have hidden and encrypted files on a hard 
drive partition. It also gives a Bitcoin address to make a ransom payment to unlock the files. 

Whether or not the victim actually makes the payment, the next step is to type in their email address on 
the infected computer and click a button to say they've made the payment. The Ranscam software then 
simply claims the payment hasn't been verified, effectively accusing the victim of lying, and warns that it 
will delete one file every time the victim clicks a button. 

In reality, the software is simply reloading and cycling through a set of image files that look like computer 
activity to give the false impression the system is verifying the payment. (Source: arstechnica.co.uk) 

New Approach Could Upset Old Guard 
Why the attackers have taken this approach isn't clear, but it appears likely they are either lazy or lack the 
skills to write a more sophisticated ransomware program. Either way, they have managed the unlikely 
task of coming across as both less honest and more shortsighted than those running more traditional 
ransomware scams. 

This approach could mean more people don't pay up for ransomware demands, figuring it will bring them 
no benefit. That could threaten the business model of successful ransomware operators who have pulled 
in cash from organizations such as medical centers and police force, where staff conclude it's cheaper to 
pay up than to try to figure out a way to break the encryption. 

What's Your Opinion? 
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If you were hit by a ransomware demand, would you trust the scammers to unlock your files if you paid 
up? Is it really a surprise that the scammers in this case turn out to be untrustworthy? Can you foresee 
the more traditional ransomware practitioners turning against this new breed? 

 

 

 

Why Hasn’t Microsoft Fixed This 20 Year-

Old Vulnerability? 

Category: Security , Windows From “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

A security flaw in Windows allows anyone to steal usernames and passwords of logged-in users 

or even infect Facebook with malware simply by tricking users into visiting a specially-crafted 

Web page. Microsoft has known about the vulnerability since at least 1997, but the company has 

no plans to close this gaping hole. Read on to learn why and how to easily protect against this 

threat... 

 

No Security Patch For You! 

This Windows flaw has been around for almost 20 years, and the folks in Redmond were 

reminded of it by a demonstration at the Black Hat 2015 hackers conference. So why hasn't 

Microsoft fixed it? 

The exploit relies on a Windows feature called XML External Entity Injection (XXE). 

Essentially, XXE makes it possible to create a Web page that can read the contents of any file 

that can be referenced by a URL, including the file on your PC that contains your Windows 

password and username. 

It’s not a major disaster if a hacker in Brazil knows the log-in credentials of a Windows PC in 

Chicago. What’s he going to do with that information? But the XXE exploit is rapidly gaining 

popularity among hackers as Microsoft requires users to create online Microsoft.com accounts 

and use their credentials to log into the company’s products and services.  
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Using XXE, a hacker can easily gain control of your Microsoft account from anywhere on 

Earth. From there, he can hack your PC, Xbox, Hotmail/Outlook.com email, Microsoft Office, 

Skype, and other Microsoft products. Also, a Microsoft account may be used to log in to other, 

non-Microsoft services; it’s not as widely accepted by Web services as Google or Facebook 

accounts, but Microsoft’s game plan is to change that. 

In fact, Facebook paid out the largest “bug bounty” in history to a security researcher who 

uncovered an XXE vulnerability in the social network’s vast universe of home-grown software. 

That bug would have allowed a hacker to execute any malicious code he wished on certain 

Facebook servers that are for the company’s internal use; apparently, internal servers were not as 

well protected as those that face the Internet. 

Another trick made possible by XXE is a denial-of-service attack (DoS). The poisoned Web 

page may fool your browser into trying to read a fictitious file of infinite size, quickly consuming 

all of your system’s resources and causing it to freeze. 

How To Avoid The XXE Exploit 

Fortunately, there is a simple, painless solution that prevents XXE exploits from affecting your 

devices. Just avoid the Internet Explorer or Edge (Windows 10) browser, and the Microsoft 

Outlook email program. Firefox and Google Chrome browsers are not vulnerable to XXE. 
(Undoubtedly, readers will suggest Linux or other alternatives to Windows as equally good 

solutions to this problem.) 

The fact that competing browsers have closed the XXE hole proves that Microsoft could do 

likewise. But the company’s spokesperson told Ars Technica in response to an inquiry: 

"We're aware of this information gathering technique, which was previously described in a 

paper in 2015. Microsoft released guidance to help protect customers and if needed, we'll take 

additional steps."  

The “guidance” was issued to third-party software developers, telling them how to “program 

around” the XXE flaw. I guess they didn't send that memo to the programmers inside Microsoft, 

because they haven't "programmed around" the flaw in their own product. Imagine a carmaker 

telling the public, “We’re aware of this tendency of our brakes to fail, but if you press only the 

right-hand side of the brake pedal with only your big toe, you’ll be fine.”  

I think it’s more likely the public would ensure its safety by buying someone else’s car. And to 

extend that analogy, Microsoft Windows users can ensure their safety by using someone else's 

software for web browsing and email. This is yet another reason to avoid Internet Explorer, as 

well as the new Edge browser for Windows 10.  

You'd think Microsoft would be quick to fix a flaw that's not only dangerous, but also sends 

customers running away from their flagship browser, email and operating system products. 
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Windows is riddled with unresolved flaws like XXE. Gigabytes of “guidance” have been issued 

to software developers, who are only human and overlook workarounds now and then. Unless 

something like a billion-dollar fine motivates Microsoft to clean up its own mess instead of 

telling others to “just walk around it,” we will continue to see XXE exploits and their 

consequences will become exponentially greater. 

Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your comment or question to askbobrankin.com/  

 

Here is a life truism! 

Life is like a jar of jalapeno peppers. What you do today 

might burn your butt tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


